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Exhibition has now been extended until 20th July 2014
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Chairman’s Report:
April is the end of the financial year for the Oglander Roman Trust, and it is at this time that our
volunteers co-ordinator, Alan Swanborough, is tasked with collating the many hours put in by our
volunteers over the past year. In 2012/13 the Friends gave 5000 hours of their time in order to
help the Villa to function as a museum. The latest figures for 2013/14 show a staggering 6000+
hours being worked on behalf of the Villa. At our AGM, Anthony Turnbull, Chairman of the ORT,
said that the FBRV are the backbone of the Villa, and without our input the Villa could not function
as efficiently as it does.
At the time of writing, the new exhibition space has been open for a couple of months, housing
the British Museum’s travelling exhibition - Roman Sexuality, Images, Myths and Meanings. The
feedback from visitors to the exhibition has been overwhelmingly positive. It was due to close on
the 4th May, but I’m pleased to be able to tell you that because of the positive feedback, the British Museum are allowing the exhibition to remain at the Villa until mid-July. If you have not yet
had an opportunity to see it, please come along before it returns to the BM, it’s worth the £3 entrance fee. Once the exhibition has been returned, a rolling program of exhibitions will take
place.
The Cobnut plantation is now finished. We were advised to expect up to a 10% loss of trees
over the winter months so Deacons Nursery of Godshill kindly donated extra trees to make up for
projected losses. However, owing to the constant care and vigilance of our gardening team, the
trees have thrived in the extreme wet conditions that we have suffered this winter. The plan was
to have a plantation of 250 trees but because we did not sustain any losses, we had extra trees,
but not enough to complete a full row. The decision was made to purchase a few more trees,
and we now have 9 rows, with a total of 280 trees.
I am pleased to announce that Alan Titchmarsh will be visiting the villa on the 14th June 2014 to
formally open the Cobnut plantation.
If you have been to the Villa recently, you may have noticed the new display case at the back of
the café. This cabinet will house the FBRV Roman Research Library, which we have started to fill
with books. The intention is to offer a resource for FBRV and history students to be able to use
the contents in furthering their knowledge and education regarding the ancient world.
We have continued to hold a coffee morning on the first Tuesday of the month, where you can
come along to the Villa and meet some of your trustees, and catch up with other members of the
Friends (let’s not forget the cake).
I would like to end by thanking you for your continuing support of the FBRV, and to thank the volunteers/trustees who give their time and energy in many ways in order to help the Villa function
as a first class museum and visitor attraction.
I look forward to meeting you at the Villa.
David Reeves.
Chairman FBRV.
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THE OGLANDER TAPESTRY
Now hanging behind the reception desk at the Villa.

This tapestry was made by my
father, Denys Oglander (19041976), between the mid 1960’s
and 1972. His work stopped
when it was almost finished and
he had a major stroke. Luckily it
was only sections of the dark
blue background that remained
to be done so the work was able
to be finished by an assistant and
then sent to the Royal School of
Needlework to be stretched and
backed with a lining.
My father had made it with the
idea that it could go on the floor
as a hearthside rug in the library
at Nunwell House. That is the
room where he stitched it,
although when the house was
opened to the public it was
moved
upstairs
to
a
bedroom.
To my mother, Margaret
Oglander (1913-2006), the idea
of this very fine work being used
as a carpet was impractical and
she wondered where it might go.
Eventually it was hung at
Nunwell Coach House, the
converted 18th century stable
block where she moved after
selling Nunwell House in 1980. It
looked very fine hanging in the
room where the coaches used to
be kept and which became her
painting studio.
But the wall space necessary
for it to hang had only been

achieved by blocking up a
doorway. In 2006 when I
inherited the Coach House I
knew that I wanted to re-open the
old doorway for the good of the
building and would have to find
another home for the tapestry so
I was delighted that the trustees
of the Oglander-Roman Trust
agreed to find a home for it at the
Villa.
I first saw the canvas when it had
been marked out with the design.
My father,
who had a
mathematical mind, had taken
measurements from the original,
reduced the scale and marked
out the geometry. My mother,
who was an artist, helped him by
the painting the figures. There
are several marked differences
from the original: notably the
Medusa’s head is turned around
and the second side panel is a
mirror image of the first whereas
the original has the panel with
the astronomer.
My father started with the
Medusa’s head. The stitching for
the main body of the tapestry is
in what is called “gros point” but
the very fine detail of the faces
and figures must be in “petit
point”.
The wool came from Paris. I
accompanied my father on one of
his trips to a narrow street in the
centre of Paris which was full of
shops selling tapestry wool. I
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can date that to 1966. I was 15
years old and had been at Caen
in Normandy with my father to
attend
celebrations
commemorating
the
900th
centenary of the Battle of
Hastings.
That was a very exciting time
for me.
My father and I,
representing the Oglander family
from the Isle of Wight, were
guests of the d’Orglandes family
and stayed in their beautiful
chateau. We are all descended
from the family that came from
Orglandes, a small village in
Normandy where the remains of
their ancient castle can still be
seen.
I have
found
documentary evidence for the
existence
of
a
Robert
d’Orglandes who would have
been alive in 1066 and therefore
might have been in the battle of
Hastings,
but
the
family
documents at the Isle of Wight
Record Office provide evidence
that the family was established at
the manor of West Nunwell by
1150 and may have settled on
the Isle of Wight shortly after
1100 when Henry l, the youngest
son of William the Conqueror,
became King of England and
appointed Richard de Redvers as
Lord of the Isle of Wight. The
coat of arms of the d’Orglandes
family is the same as that of the
de Redvers family but with
markings to indicate that they are
a junior branch.

Tapestry being hung behind reception

Fanny Oglander
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GRAND OPENING OF THE COBNUT PLANTATION
Alan
Titchmarsh,
celebrity
gardener,
broadcaster and author will be visiting the Villa
on the 14th June 2014 to open the Cobnut
plantation.
A buffet lunch is on offer at £7.50 pp. Tickets
for the lunch are limited, booking is essential.
Tickets are on sale at the Villa reception,
01983 406 223.
A number of years ago Alan opened the wild
meadow situated at the rear of the Villa. As
part of the outdoor education space, this area
has proved popular with visiting schools and
families. In addition to planting the Cobnut
trees, our volunteer gardening team has
rejuvenated the wild meadow and installed a
new gateway to link the meadow to the Cob
plantation. This has created an opportunity for
schools and visitors to have access to several
acres of land to enjoy. The team have also
made and installed two benches at the top of
the plantation. The Villa sits in an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. Come along, rest
your feet and enjoy the views out over
Sandown Bay and the surrounding fields.

Cobnut Tree
Sponsorship
In order to maintain the Cobnut
Plantation and the surrounding
landscape, a tree sponsorship
scheme has been set up. This
will enable people to sponsor
as many trees as they wish, at
a cost of £50 per tree.
A sponsorship board is being
set up in the reception area of
the Villa to display individual’s
names and the number of the
tree being sponsored. You can
have your name on the board
and receive a sponsorship
certificate or sponsor a tree in
the name of a loved one.

Request for Volunteers
The new exhibition space at the Villa has now been open for
a couple of months, housing the British Museum’s travelling
exhibition, Roman Sexuality, Images, Myths and
Meanings. The feedback from visitors to the exhibition has
been overwhelmingly positive. The exhibition was due to
close on the 4th May, and I’m pleased to be able to tell you
that because of the positive feedback, the British Museum are
allowing the exhibition to remain at the Villa until mid-July.
A group of volunteer stewards has been formed to help with
the exhibition and other functions at the Villa, and we would
like to increase their number, so this is a request for more
volunteer stewards to help look after the current exhibition
and any future events at the Villa.
If you would like to become a member of the stewards team
please contact David Reeves: email
friends@bradingromanvilla.org.uk or 07775 606 812

Sponsorship forms are
available at the villa or email:
friends@bradingromanvilla.org.uk
4
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Prince Edward, Earl of Wessex visits
Brading Roman Villa.
On the 27th March, His Royal Highness the Earl of
Wessex, patron of Brading Roman Villa visited the
museum, where he was greeted by children of St
Helens primary school lining the path to the Villa.

Friends/volunteers at the villa and in the proposed
Roman landscape project. He rounded off his visit
with a tour of the British Museum exhibition:
Roman Sexuality, Images, Myths and Meanings.

Anthony Turnbull, ORT Chairman presenting HRH with a
copy of Sir Barry Cunliffe’s Big dig report

Mike Bishop the Villa’s curator explaining the Warren
Cup to HRH

Representatives of the Friends and members of
the ORT were presented to His Royal Highness.
Wendy Gannon, David Reeves, John Hardy, Ivan
Harwood, Graham and Pauline Petrie represented
the Friends whilst Anthony Turnbull, Adam
Watson, Mike Bishop and Jacqueline Gazzard
represented the ORT.
The Prince was interested in the involvement of the

Jacqueline Gazzard discussing the Roman landscape
project with HRH

The Prince talking to staff members of
St Helens school
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GUIDING AT THE VILLA
I am proud to be head of volunteer
Guides at Brading Roman Villa
and, at present, there are nineteen
of us who share the commitment
of morning and afternoon sessions
throughout the year, with the
exception of a few days over
Christmas. This means that any
visitor can be assured of a
welcome, the offer of an
introductory talk, a partial or full
tour of the exhibition, and an
answer to any query that arises, or
at least a source of information to
be accessed.
Currently there are ten women
and nine men involved and after
three major excavations directed
by Prof Sir Barry Cunliffe and the
gaining of Museum status for the
Villa, the training given to
prospective guides is rigorous,
ongoing and absorbing. Building
on the desire to learn, the
volunteers
attend
various
induction meetings, and then
shadow established guides. This
should not be interpreted as a
threatening process and all guides
have the opportunity to meet,
discuss any facet of the work and
listen to invited speakers on
relevant topics. There is a core
group of guides who toured
visitors
around
three
archaeological
digs.
Lasting
friendships
and
supportive
approaches characterised these
opportunities and this has been a
feature of the latest volunteer
group. Of course a good
understanding of the site’s history
is imperative, but we place a very
strong emphasis upon dialogue
with
visitors.
Communication,
humour and approachability are
fundamental. Over time loyalty to
the Villa has encouraged guides to
see
themselves
as
true
volunteers,
and
so
many

undertake unsung tasks such as
car-park stewarding and helping
with the running of the Villa’s
programme of events. Those
guides who have worked in
schools, in whatever capacity,
have provided a key role in the
Learning Programme offered to
local and mainland schools and to
foreign students based on the
Island. They have come from
China, Japan, Russia and France
in recent years. The holiday
breaks see a very large number of
family groups and, as the Villa
story
has
become
better
publicised, we are seeing an
increasing number of Island
families together with mainland
groups. In many respects we are
filling in the gaps for the more
senior Island residents, who may
have visited Brading in the distant
past, and it is pleasing that
parents and grandparents are
encouraged to visit by children
who have taken part in a school
tour or activity session.

and some, such as University
groups, require a more specialist
approach. We cater for adult
parties from both the mainland
and the Island together with
academics and those working in
promoting the Arts. We have given
talks and even toured guests at
Villa-held wedding receptions!

Our aim is to give a positive
experience to our visitors. We
engage with all ages: the disabled,
and the many foreigners who visit.
There are many elements to the
exhibition that invite discussion.
This is fundamental to our work
and is a deliberate shift from the
style of guiding often seen in
historical sites. Television has
done much to arouse an interest in
archaeology, national and local
history and the Brading guides
bring a wide range of knowledge
and experience. We are still
learning and this maintains a
freshness to our voluntary work in
telling the story of Brading’s
Roman Villa in the context of the
Throughout the year there are a Island’s history.
series of the more formal tours,
Ivan Harwood

Ivan Harwood talking to Prince Edward
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Arts Council England director of museums resent visited to
Brading Roman Villa.
First published in the South East Museums News Letter
Arts
Council
England
(ACE)
director
of
museums
John
OrnaOrnstein
visited
the
Hampshire
Solent
area,
where he was made very
welcome by Trustees, staff
and volunteers in museums
on the Isle of Wight.
A passionate advocate for
museums, since joining ACE
in September John has been
working to understand the
diversity of museums across
the country, the challenges
that face them and how ACE
can best support their
success. You can read more
about John's aspirations for
museums in this thoughtprovoking
interview,
published just a week before
his visit and via his Twitter
feed.
So it was great to welcome
him to our area. John
met Trustees,
staff and
volunteers at Brading Roman
Villa, Dinosaur Isle and
Dimbola
Museum
and
Gallery. John showed great
interest in the distinctive
collections,
audiences, opportunities and
challenges for the sector in
the Isle of Wight as well as in
the model for museum
development provision that
has been developed here
with ACE support. All this
while tweeting
all
the
way and testing the catering

offer!
In his previous role at the
British Museum, John had
involvement in the early
stages of the partnership that
has enabled Brading Roman
Villa to host important items
on loan, so was pleased to
see the fruits of this work in
the current 'Roman Sex and
Sexuality' exhibition.
At Dinosaur Isle, John
pitched in with staff greeting
visitors and examining fossil
specimens. John
was
particularly impressed with
the museum's achievements
in reducing its energy costs
and carbon footprint which
formed a case study at our
SHARE event last month.
Dimbola's 'Mad Hatter's Tea
Room' provided a great
opportunity to find out more
about the museum's activities
from Trustees, staff and
volunteers prior to a tour - as
well as to tweet a stunning
Victoria Sponge.
In between, John also paid
unofficial
visits
to
Carisbrooke
Castle
and
Mottistone Manor and took
refreshments on the 'floating
MDO Office' (as in the MDO's
boat the Olive Oyl, visiting at
Cowes).
A big thank you to all the
enthusiastic Trustees, staff
and volunteers who made
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John so welcome and
to John for coming down,
sharing your passion and
vision for our sector and
asking lots of thought
provoking questions. We look
forward to working with you
and your team into the future.

John Orna-Ornstein
Fundraising, we need your help
We are continually exploring
ways to raise funds in order
to support the Villa. If you
feel that you can assist in
anyway, such as running a
fundraising event, or by a
direct donation, please feel
free to contact any of the
trustees with your ideas

Friends coffee mornings
Come along and meet other
members of the Friends and
some of your trustees. Coffee
mornings are held on the first
Tuesday of each month, at
11am in the Villa café.
Unfortunately we are not able
to supply free refreshments,
but please do come along for a
chat and maybe sample the
delicious cakes made at the
Villa
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Vikings!
What, I can hear you ask, is a piece about the
Vikings doing in the newsletter of the Friends
of Brading Roman Villa? What have the
Vikings got to do with the Romans or the Isle
of Wight, never mind Brading?

continued in the following hundred and fifty
years, sometimes sporadic, sometimes
intense, always violent. Raids are mentioned
in Hampshire and Dorset throughout this
period; most were seaborne, or began by sea,
and the Viking fleets would have passed close
by the Isle of Wight.

Well, more than you might think.....

It is inconceivable that they would have sailed
around the Island without stopping here.
Today we park up on the Downs and idly
watch the tankers, ferries and yachts sailing
by. Imagine the terror of those on the Downs a
thousand years ago when a fleet of Viking
ships was spotted.

Vikings and the Isle of Wight
The Vikings are commonly thought of as
marauding raiders, raping and pillaging their
way through England in the ninth and tenth
centuries. We all know that King Alfred burned
the cakes while thinking up plans to defeat
them in the 880s, and that by the early
eleventh century we had Viking kings of
England – the wonderfully named Swein
Forkbeard and of course his son Cnut who
tried to stop the tide, failed and got his feet
wet! Colourful stories but, unfortunately,
apocryphal! These are just stories. The current
exhibition at the British Museum is attempting
to redress the balance by showing the Vikings'
artistic side but if you were living on the Isle of
Wight at this time you wouldn’t have waited
around to admire their craftsmanship.

In 896 'came six ships to the Isle of Wight and
did much harm there'. In 1001, a Viking fleet
returning from a battle with the English at
Pinhoe, Devon (up the Exe just north of
Exeter), 'sailed thence for the Isle of Wight,
where they went about at will, encountering no
resistance. No fleet by sea nor levies on land
dared approach them, however far inland they
went'. In 1009 an 'immense host', sailing from
London 'came to the Isle of Wight, and burned
and harried, as their custom was'. As late as
1048, 'Sandwich [Kent] and the Isle of Wight
were harried, and the best men that were there
were slain'.

The first mention of Viking raids in the area is
in 860 when, according to the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle, ‘a great pirate host landed and
stormed Winchester’. The Chronicle does not
say where they landed but it can be assumed
that it was somewhere on the south coast, the
most likely route to Winchester being up
Southampton Water, in which case they must
have sailed close by Bembridge, Ryde and the
open mouth of Brading Haven. From 875 to
877 the Vikings appear to have been based in
Wareham, just inland from Poole Harbour. In
877 a Viking fleet sailing to Exeter was 'caught
in a great storm at sea and there off Swanage
one hundred and twenty ships were lost'. It is
assumed that this fleet had been anchored in
Poole harbour and must, therefore, have
sailed around the Isle of Wight to get there.
Indeed, the loss of the ships off Swanage may
have been visible from west Wight. Twenty
years later, in 895, on returning to East Anglia
after besieging Exeter, a fleet 'harried inland
near Chichester'. To get from Exeter to East
Anglia via Chichester, again this fleet must
have sailed around the Isle of Wight, and
Chichester is clearly visible from the mouth of
Brading Haven. Raids along the coast from
East Anglia and Kent to Devon and Wales

It is possible that some people fled to safer
places. A reference in 879 to an English army
drawn from Somerset, Wiltshire and 'that part
of Hampshire on this side of the sea' may just
mean Hampshire west of Southampton Water
if this is what the reference to ‘the sea’ means,
but it could be an oblique suggestion that
enough people from Hampshire fled across the
Channel to France, or the Solent to the Isle of
Wight, to create a ‘Little Hampshire’. After
eighteen years of Viking ships sailing up and
down the Solent, raiding both coastal and
inland villages it would not be surprising if
people wanted to escape the fighting and
constant fear of raids.
But was the Isle of Wight a safe place to run
to?

Vikings and Roman Isle of Wight
From the early ninth century some local AngloSaxon lords had been fortifying the main
centres of their estates, and these had
(Continued on page 9)
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1004, 'after Martinmass the host [the Viking
army] retired to its safe base in the Isle of
Wight, procuring everywhere there whatever
they had need of'. Was this safe base
Carisbrooke? It is known from the mainland
that the Vikings both re-used old Anglo-Saxon
burhs and built fortified strongholds of their
own from new but could Carisbrooke be one?
The Vikings were primarily a seafaring people
and Carisbrooke does not have a harbour.
Viking ships could have moored up the Medina
but the river would be vulnerable to simple
blockades at its mouth.

(Continued from page 8)

become known as 'burhs'. As part of his
defence against the Vikings, King Alfred took
the idea of these private fortified centres and
developed a Wessex-wide network of
communal fortified centres, places where the
local community could seek shelter in the face
of a Viking attack and where the local militia
would have its base. These, too, were called
'burhs' and were listed in the early tenth
century document called The Burghal Hideage
together with the amount of land - hides which were thought necessary to support and
to provide men to defend them.

Was perhaps Brading Haven the ‘safe base’?
Although narrow at Yarbridge, the Haven
would have given access to the open sea at
both its northern and southern ends,
particularly at high tide. With Brading Haven in
mind.....

The Isle of Wight is not mentioned in The
Burghal Hideage but there was a place on the
Island, evidently an important place, called
Wihtgaraburh which would appear to mean
'the burh of the people of Wight'.
Circumstantial
evidence
suggests
that
Wihtgaraburh was Carisbrooke and this is
largely accepted although historians are still
arguing about it.

Vikings at Brading? 2
In 896 'came six [Viking] ships to the Isle of
Wight and did much harm there'. By this time
Viking raids had become so bad that King
Alfred had decided to build a fleet of ships to
his own design, larger than the Viking ships
but 'swifter and steadier' and importantly also
deeper hulled. The raid of 896 gave Alfred the
excuse to use his new ships for the first time.
The Viking ships had sailed up a river or
estuary; three had been beached 'on dry land
at the upper end of the harbour' while their
'crews had gone off' inland to raid, and the
remaining three were still afloat. Alfred ordered
nine of his new ships to blockade the entrance,
and in a series of attacks two Viking ships
were boarded and their crews killed while the
third, sailing close to the shore to get away,
allowed Alfred's chasing fleet to run aground,
six on one side of the estuary three on the
other, the side where the remaining three
Viking ships had been beached. When the
Viking raiding party returned, a further fierce
battle was fought resulting in heavy losses on
both sides but the rising tide allowed the
shallower drafted Viking vessels to float first
and sail away leaving the Anglo-Saxon ships
ignominiously still aground. It was, however, a
hollow victory for the Vikings as two of their
ships were too badly damaged to get past
Sussex, were captured, the crew taken to
Winchester and executed.

So where was the burh, the fortified place of
the Islanders? Now this is where the Romans
come in. In the Lower Enclosure of
Carisbrooke Castle, beneath (and therefore
earlier than) the Norman stone walling, is more
stone walling, but of a different style and on a
slightly different alignment. Is it part of an
Anglo-Saxon burh? And if so, could it be that
the Anglo-Saxons re-used existing stone
walling of an earlier Roman fort, perhaps of a
late third-early fourth century 'Saxon Shore
Fort', as has been evidenced on the mainland,
or even a Vespasianic fort dating to the
Roman conquest of the first century?
Historians are deeply divided about this, with
valid arguments on both sides. There is no
conclusive evidence for either side and I urge
you to read both C.J. Young's pro-AngloSaxon viewpoint (Young (2000) particularly 1719 and 190-191) and David Tomalin's proRoman viewpoint (Tomalin (2002) particularly
55-64) and decide for yourself.

Vikings at Brading? 1
Whatever the case, there is archaeological
evidence that the Castle site was (re-)fortified
in the tenth century (Young (2000) 191). But
was this work undertaken by the Anglo-Saxons
or by the Vikings?

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle does not say
where this encounter took place other than
'along the sea coast'. The Exe estuary in

In 998 the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle states that
'for another period they [the Vikings] had their
base on the Isle of Wight'. Six years later, in

(Continued on page 10)
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raiders engendered: did the occupants of the
West Range feel threatened by actual or
potential Anglo-Saxon raiders in Sandown Bay
or the Haven? The North Range, while
substantial, may not have looked as inviting to
potential raiders as a Villa house built in
Roman style which had clearly had money
spent on it. After all, it looks as though their
neighbours at Newport abandoned their Villa
after a raid – is this what prompted the
abandonment of Brading’s West Range?

(Continued from page 9)

Devon or Poole Harbour in Dorset are usually
named as the most likely places but Brading
Haven fits the description well, with its tidal
reaches, access to the Island's interior and its
closeness to Sussex. A hundred years later,
with a declining Anglo-Saxon fleet and newer
Viking vessels, Brading Haven could well have
provided the Vikings with a 'safe base' from
which to attack the south coast.
So what has all this to do with Brading Roman
Villa?

All speculation! This is just one of many
theories. There are so many mysteries still to
be solved - but that is surely what makes our
Villa so fascinating!

The Vikings were seaborne raiders who
harried the Anglo-Saxons of the south coast.
Five hundred years earlier it was the AngloSaxons who were the seaborne raiders
harrying the south coast. The Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle records Viking raids on the Isle of
Wight which shows both how vulnerable the
Island was to seaborne raids and also how
strategically important it was to any sea based
attack along the south coast of the mainland.
There is no similar written record of the AngloSaxon adventus of the fourth and fifth
centuries. Did the Anglo-Saxons raid the
Island just as freely and fiercely as the Vikings
later did? Can the Viking evidence give clues
as to why Brading Roman Villa was
abandoned?
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We know that occupation continued in the
North Range until the end of the Roman period
in about 400 but that the more opulent West
Range had been abandoned earlier, perhaps
after only seventy five years of occupation
despite continued alterations. We also know
there were Anglo-Saxon raids along the south
coast in the mid to late fourth century and that
Brading Haven would have come in close to
the Villa. Like today, the Villa had a
commanding view across Sandown Bay and
any boats sailing by: and any boat sailing by in
Sandown Bay would have a commanding view
of the Villa. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle has
shown how much fear and damage the Viking

NB Young (2000) is now available in the
Friends' Research Library at the Villa

Pat Barber

Cremation Urns
Let's go back in time. Not too far, just a few
years to the summer of 2010. August 2010.
The second week of August 2010.....

generously named Trench 7, had been cleared
of its topsoil and a series of ditches, revealed
initially by the geophysical survey, were being
excavated. The strong anomaly along the
southern edge had been confirmed as a large
ditch which appeared to have been re-cut
during its lifetime. And then, as the layer of soil
was being removed, about 1.5m (5 ft) from the

At Brading Roman Villa Sir Barry Cunliffe's
third season of archaeological excavations
was in its second week. To the east of the car
park a huge area, 30m by 30m (100ft by 100ft)
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southern edge of the trench, a circle of pottery
appeared. A pot: either the rim, or, if it was
upside down, the broken base. Small pieces of
what looked like burnt bone were seen around
the outside: it had to be a funery urn.

Wendy Morrison excavating Cremation 1
Photo courtesy of Brading Roman Villa

And there it stayed, for almost a week;
tantalisingly, irritatingly, there. Every day Sir
Barry would be asked "Are you going to
excavate the pot today?" to which the answer
would be "Probably not". Then on the Monday
of the third and final week Sir Barry decided
the time was right. Delicate excavation
throughout the day showed that it was indeed
a cremation urn: it was still upright and still
contained cremated remains which were
almost certainly human. Late afternoon, when
all but a couple of visitors had gone home and
to the mounting excitement of all the guides
who had gathered round, the pot was
respectfully wrapped in crepe bandage to
prevent it falling apart and lifted from the earth
where it had lain for nearly two thousand
years.

Further excavation the next day uncovered
two more cremations, one lying in a small
depression in the soil and another in a pot.
When excavated on the Wednesday this latter
cremation was found to be a 'two pot'
cremation, the larger pot containing the
cremation and the second, a smaller beaker an "accessory vessel" - which would have
contained food or drink for the departed on
their journey to the Otherworld. By the evening
a little cremation cemetery had been
unearthed - six cremations, two in pots and
four in depressions in the ground - neatly
spaced in a row following the line of the ditch.
Despite further excavations in the area during
the remainder of the week no further
cremations were found.
Looking at the pottery it was thought that the
cemetery was dated to the second century or
maybe a little later but nothing would be
known for certain until the remains and the
urns had come back from the laboratories
where they were taken for analysis.

Wendy Morrison and Graham Barton carefully placing
the urn from Cremation 1 into a box ready for
investigation
Photo courtesy of Brading Roman Villa

Now, three years on, we have the report.
Enough of the cremated bone survived to
enable the experts to tell us a little more about
the people who lived and died at Brading
Roman Villa.

Cremation 1 urn, excavated prior to lifting
The Roman Villa at Brading, Isle of Wight by
Barry Cunliffe, fig. 7.21
Oxford University School of Archaeology, Monograph 77 (2013)
reproduced with permission

That first cremation which was uncovered
(F415) was found to be the remains of
(probably) a lady of about 30 to 50 years old.
Nine small nails of an inch or less in length
(eight between 18mm and 23mm, and one
28mm long) were found within the urn and are
thought to have come from something like a
(Continued on page 12)
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was of an adult but no other details could be
determined. Cremation 5 was of a young adult
between the ages of 18 and 30, and was
probably a female, while Cremation 6 was an
adult, possibly male.

(Continued from page 11)

small box. The urn itself (F428) has a very
faint band of burnished lattice decoration
around the middle but this is difficult to see
unless you get it in the right light and angle. It
was made in the Island's Vectis ware in a style
imitating a jar of the Black Burnished ware
(BB1) from Dorset. This style typically dates to
the later second century and so the cremation
probably dates to around this period.

When the expert reports had been concluded
and the artefacts returned, the Oglander
Roman Trust asked if the Friends would
consider paying for the conservation of the
cremation urns. The Friends' Trustees
unanimously agreed and Dr Paul Simpson of
the Isle of Wight Heritage Service agreed to
conserve the urn of Cremation 1 (F428) and
the accessory vessel (F431) to Cremation 3 to
display standard. These are now on display in
the villa and can be seen in the "Quid Est
Novum?" cabinet. This cabinet also contains
the display frame with the video footage of the
2008, 2009 and 2010 Big Digs which includes
extensive footage of the excavation of the
cremation urns.

Cremation 2 (F430) was of an adult but no
other details were able to be discovered. The
remains were in a shallow pit but may well
have originally been contained in a bag or
other container made out of some organic
material which has since rotted away without
trace.
The second urned cremation (F427) was the
most complex in the cemetery. Like Cremation
1, it was of someone of about 30 to 50 years
old although not enough of the bone survived
to determine whether this person was male or
female. Four iron nails were found in the lower
half of the fill. However, in the upper half of the
fill, above the cremated bones but with no fire
damage, lay a child's or young girl's copper
alloy ring with an intaglio decoration of a
dolphin. Dolphins are often found in intaglio
designs and represent friendship and good
fortune; however they can also symbolise the
journey of a soul to the Otherworld and so this
ring might therefore have been especially
chosen and placed in the urn above the
remains of the deceased. We will never know,
but the romantic in me likes to think that the
ring belonged to a young girl who placed it on
the remains of the one who gave it to her,
perhaps a parent.

Details taken from
The Roman Villa at
Brading, Isle of Wight: the Excavations of 2008
-10 by Barry Cunliffe,
Oxford University
School of Archaeology, Monograph 77,
published 2011, particularly pages 130-134,
183, 215-223 and 229-231.
See also 'Brading's Big Dig 2010'
Diary, Days 16 to 19

Big Dig

Pat Barber

The urn (F429) was again a Vectis ware jar
imitating a BB1 vessel, although more fragile
than that of Cremation 1, and probably a little
later in date, possibly third century. The
"accessory vessel" (F431) buried beside it,
was in a number of pieces but could be seen
to be another Vectis ware vessel but this time
imitating a Central Gaulish style beaker and
dating to the late second or early third century.
Around the pots lay fifty hobnails which would
have come from some form of footwear,
possibly sandals.

Cremation 1 Urn,
Brading Roman Villa
Photo: author, courtesy of
Brading Roman Villa

The Accessory Vessel,
Cremation 3, Brading
Roman Villa
Photo: author, courtesy of
Brading Roman Villa

The dolphin ring from Cremation 3
The Roman Villa at Brading, Isle of
Wight by Barry Cunliffe, fig. 10.11b
Oxford University School of
Archaeology, Monograph 77 (2013)
reproduced with permission

Cremations 4 (F432), 5 (F466) and 6 (F433)
were all placed in pits without containers
although the thirty one small nails found with
Cremation 4 may indicate a wooden box
buried with it, and the twenty three sherds of
Vectis ware found close by a small beaker,
possibly an accessory vessel. This cremation
12
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Honour for Wendy
Our President, Wendy Gannon, who founded
The Friends of Brading Roman Villa in 2002
and was our Chairman until 2010,
was
awarded the British Empire Medal in the 2014
New Year’s Honours List for her voluntary
service to Brading Roman Villa & Heritage on
the Isle of Wight.

whole site. The idea was just as unthinkable
then as it would be now. Instead, the family
transferred ownership of the land to the
Oglander Roman Trust, a specially created
independent charity made up of concerned
local business people and archaeologists. The
Trust’s immediate purpose, of course, was to
save the mosaics from reburial, but looking to
the future, they also aimed to put in place a
self-supporting heritage and visitor attraction
which could provide an income for future
conservation and maintenance of the site. The
Trust made an application to the Heritage
Lottery Fund for a grant of £2.7m and, nothing
ventured, nothing gained, a major international
fundraising campaign was put in process to
find the required match funding of £625,000.

Wendy writes –
I want to thank you all for the lovely flowers,
emails and letters of congratulations you sent
me in the New Year when the Honours List
was published. I was actually told about it in
November and it was the hardest secret I ever
had to keep. It also came as quite a shock. A
very nice shock I must say, but as my
astonishment turned to real delight, I realized
that the honour can’t be just for me. Far more
significantly, it’s the best possible recognition
for all Members of The Friends of Brading
Roman Villa and the work we do.
The
Friends have been called “the backbone of
the Villa” which, seen from my Presidential
bird’s eye view, is no exaggeration.
I’m so
proud of you all.

I worked with the ORT trustees during this
campaign, and they asked me to set up a
Friends support group.
The first of our
Members were recruited at a very high profile
fundraising reception held in the Durbar Room
at Osborne House in May 2003. As a result of
that reception, as well as many smaller
meetings and hundreds of appeal letters, the
required match-funding was raised to secure
the grant, and in the process a small, but very
enthusiastic, band of Friends had been signed
up and, by default really, I became its
Chairman.

Most of our readers will be familiar with the
Villa’s long history but it occurs to me that the
story of The Friends of Brading Roman Villa
may not be so well known. I’m often asked:
‘What do The Friends actually do?’ Having
done most of the volunteer jobs at some time
or another, I’m aware that I have far too much
information in my head to give a brief answer.
That’s probably not in my nature anyway. On
the other hand, the bullet-point description
sounds more like a dull inventory which
doesn’t do any justice to such an enthusiastic
and talented group of people. So, at the risk
of sending you to sleep, this is how it all
began.

I believe it says a lot about our Friends’
commitment that they waited patiently in the
background for a year whilst the Villa became
an inaccessible building site, until 2004 when
HRH the Duke of Edinburgh officially opened
the amazing new exhibition centre. It utterly
transformed the site.
For many years
previously the Villa had been a very small
enterprise welcoming about 1,500 people in a
good year, and whilst we all knew and made
plans for the new bigger exhibition, actually
experiencing the arrival of over 20,000 people
during its first year of trading put everyone to
the test.

The Oglander Roman Trust was the first
charity to be established, and for a very
special purpose – to save the site from
reburial.
By 1994 the Edwardian protective
sheds put up over the mosaics had become so
dilapidated they were no longer fit for purpose.
They’d actually been condemned which meant
that the public could no longer be admitted.
The Oglander family owned the site then, but
without the considerable funds needed to
replace the cover buildings, they were faced
with the required alternative - to rebury the

By then we had attracted more subscribing
Members but from The Friends volunteers’
point of view, our engagement was quite slow.
An effective team of volunteers doesn’t just
happen,
it
needs
some
background
organization if it is to work properly, and even
then a degree of trust has to be established
before the volunteer group can prove its worth
(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 13)

on site.
Members of our first, very small,
organizing committee were mostly business
people and our commercial management and
HR skills all related to paid employees rather
than subscribers and volunteers. There is a
very big difference, and we had a lot to learn!
But we brought with us the tried and tested
belief that good communication is key in any
organization, followed closely by the value of
training to properly equip somebody to take on
a particular task. Relaying the accurate Villa
story to members of the public is not as easy
as you might imagine. General management
advice was also sought from other established
volunteer groups and, even at that early stage,
the Charity Commission’s guideline for small
charities was useful in steering us in the right
direction. We also had the invaluable help of
our President at that time, Sam Twining, who
has a lifetime’s experience in charitable
organizations.
When we registered as an
independent membership charity in 2005, we
already had a basic framework which needed
little alteration. Furthermore, having already
worked with it for a while, it was also
remarkably free of bureaucracy and form filling
- committee work needs to be as enjoyable as
front of house volunteering!

There is still very little formality about our
organization and whatever skills new
volunteers bring to us, all of them – even
Trustees – attend an informal induction so they
know what we expect of them, and what they
may expect from the Villa whilst they are on
site. Where necessary we give training, which
can be attended by any prospective volunteer
but is essential for museum guides and those
giving talks to outside groups and school
parties. Regular updating meetings are held.
This last point may seem odd when we are
dealing with a static ancient site, but modern
excavations, including our own, constantly add
new facts to the pool of knowledge.
Incidentally, it is not an unusual thing for two
charities to work in tandem for the same
cause. Few people actually notice - which
probably means that we’re all doing our jobs
properly!
The Villa’s charities are both
independent, not–for–profit organizations, but
since ORT has overall responsibility for the
heritage site as landowners and employers, it
is constituted differently to FBRV, which is the
Villa’s support group, owning nothing and
employing nobody. Put very simply, both
charities work for the same thing but where
one charity’s Constitution places a restriction
on a particular activity, the other charity may
be able to proceed.
Working together,
therefore, the impact both groups have had on
the Villa has been significant.
Many of the original Members of The
Friends are still with us and we retain a fairly
steady annual membership of around 250/300,
whose subscriptions help fund conservation
and special projects at the Villa. We have a

Most importantly, a close three-way cooperation was forged between The Friends,
the Oglander Roman Trust and the Villa’s
management team.
Our forum now is the
Development Council where our combined
planning efforts enable the Villa to offer a
much wider range of facilities than would
otherwise be possible. The Villa can then
benefit from more ambitious projects which
neither charity, on its own, could undertake.

(Continued on page 15)
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become Patron of The Friends.

(Continued from page 14)

nucleus of about 40 active volunteers and
others may be called upon for occasional help
or professional advice when needed.
We
record our volunteer hours – a vital statistic
needed when we make applications for
funding.
Unsurprisingly, the dig years
showed a big peak in our recorded volunteer
hours – a team of around 60 volunteers were
on site daily, 8.15am to 5pm for three weeks in
August 2008, 2009 and 2010. It’s good to
know that we can stretch ourselves when
needed, but a better perspective is given by
last year’s figures when volunteer activities
were not so intensive - we recorded just over
6,000 hours in the financial year 2013/14.

On a normal daily basis, we provide trained
Guides in the museum throughout the year,
ready to answer casual questions from the
public, or to take specially arranged groups
around the exhibition. Specialist Education
Guides (mostly retired teachers) escort school
parties, and volunteers now regularly support
the Villa staff providing help with children’s
exhibitions and activities, mosaic making,
courses, workshops, treasure hunts, etc.
Stewards are also on duty every day in the
museum’s new Gallery.
The Friends Winter
Lectures are open to the public and cover a
wide range of subjects, mostly, but not always,
historical in content, and some which relate
directly to what’s going on at the Villa.

Brading’s Big Dig was a turning point for The
Friends. In Autumn 2007 Professor Sir Barry
Cunliffe, Professor Emeritus at Oxford
University’s Department of Archaeology, made
a private visit to the Villa and afterwards asked
Anthony Turnbull (Chairman of ORT) if he
might bring his dig team to investigate the site
– pro bono - to see what the Victorians
missed. It was an offer which couldn’t be
refused and soon after, a glorious moment
when Anthony asked me if The Friends could
take it on.
The dig was a huge and
immensely enjoyable effort. For three weeks
in August in each of the three years,
everybody visiting the Villa could also watch a
master class in archaeological excavation, see
the sieving, finds washing, measuring,
labelling, charting, photographing and all the
other painstaking processes involved in a reallife dig.
Trustees from both Villa charities
planned the logistics of the project, did the risk
assessments, then raised the substantial funds
needed for equipment hire, ranging from earth
movers, trucks, safety barriers, temporary lock
-ups and sheds, as well as borrowed tents,
crockery and tea urns. The Friends then ran
the on-site operation, handling the finances
and filling the rota of volunteers.
A few lucky Members actually got to work
in the trenches, many more guided the public
around the dig site, and pretty well all of us
acquired unexpected skills in crowd control
and car parking. Sir Barry’s published dig
report1 is on sale at the Villa, detailing the
mass of new information which was added to
the Villa’s history, as well as to the national
knowledge-base.
Tantalizingly,
the
geophysics survey hints that there’s a lot more
to be investigated in other areas of the site. It
can’t happen soon, but it is our sincere wish
that we eventually get the chance to organize
another Big Dig.
We are now greatly
honoured that Professor Cunliffe has agreed to

Our gardening team, the first group of
specialist volunteers we recruited, still tends
the small Roman garden in front of the Villa
and now also the wildlife meadow garden - a
nice contrast in cultivation styles which might
well reflect the experience of the Villa’s first
occupants.
Our financial support for the
museum is boosted by the proceeds from the
sale of cuttings and surplus plants, a lot of
which are brought into the Villa by local
residents as donations. Last year, with the
help of a group of disabled young people, the
gardeners planted 250 cobnut trees, their cost
sponsored by the Sandown Rotary Club, to
make a pleasant woodland walk along public
footpaths which track through the Villa’s
adjacent fields.
For a donation of £50 to
FBRV, a tree can be named (although not in
memoriam), and the donor’s name will be
displayed in the Villa.
We now organize trips to mainland
archaeological sites and museums. This first
started as a suggestion from volunteers to
boost morale during one particularly bleak
winter. The trips have met with considerable
enthusiasm, are now extended to all the
membership, and spare seats are taken up by
other groups.
We go a bit further afield this
summer - to Pompeii and Herculaneum!
Over the years, The Friends have helped
make it possible for the Villa to take
advantage of every opportunity to extend the
facilities available on site.
Since the Villa
receives no government or public funding of
any kind, the search for new revenue
streams is a constant thing.
Every
opportunity is worth investigating, even when
it seems a bit daunting. After the museum
(Continued on page 16)
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planning, fundraising, publicity – all the

(Continued from page 15)

received its accreditation, it was also offered
the privilege and much coveted Partnership
with both the British Museum and the
National Gallery. This meant that items on
loan from their London collections could be
brought to the Island and displayed at the
Villa - provided that a suitably secure space
was available to house such priceless items.
Was this another offer that couldn’t be
refused?
Friends and Villa staff were
involved in feasibility studies, design and
fundraising for the construction of a steellined, temperature controlled gallery inside
the museum.
Very generous donations
received from the Arts Council, The Garfield
Weston Fund and two local Island charities,
Herapath Shenton and The Daisie Rich
Trusts, enabled the work to go ahead. The
Friends contributed £9,000 to the project and
the skills of Friends volunteers were used at
various stages of construction. The new
Gallery opened to the public on Valentine’s
Day this year with the British Museum’s
Roman Sexuality collection featuring the
amazing Warren Cup.
Public attendance
has been so good the exhibition is to be
extended until July.
Other first-class
exhibitions are to follow.
The opportunity
was well worth pursuing! The Gallery is a
great asset for the Villa and it’s also a unique
cultural addition to the Island, easily
accessible to residents for whom a trip to the
mainland and the London galleries may not
always be possible.

thoughtful preparatory work which brings a
project to a successful conclusion and
maintaining the Friends as a valued part of the
Villa operation.

I am delighted to have received the BEM, and
was very proud to accept it on behalf of all The
Friends. It is wonderful recognition for The
Friends to be shared by us all. Trustees,
Members and volunteers have every reason to
be proud of their achievements and the part
they play in supporting Brading Roman Villa.

We are very grateful for the continuing support
of our subscribing members.
Their
contribution is really of double value to us –
just knowing that so many more people share
our concern for the Villa is very encouraging.
The Villa is a pleasant place to be, and
volunteers will tell you that working there is not
just personally rewarding, it is habit-forming.
But our front-of-house volunteers do deserve
applause for the reliable, excellent job they do.
However, let’s not forget the volunteers
working behind the scenes whose efforts quite
often go unnoticed, yet it is their essential
groundwork which kick-starts all the Friends’
activities.
Many volunteers prefer, or must,
work from home but still give their technical,
professional and admin skills, either on a
regular basis or occasionally when needed.
Amongst this group are The Friends’ Trustees
and Officers. They are, of course, the driving
force in the background, keeping the charity on
course, but they also contribute greatly to the
behind-the-scenes
activities;
organizing
events, doing the risk assessments, project

Wendy Gannon
President

1

The Roman Villa at Brading, Isle of Wight;
the excavations of 2008-2010
Barry Cunliffe :
Published by Oxford
University School of Archaeology
[ISBN 978-1-905905-26-3]
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Something New……….Something Blue……….An Exhibition
Having been offered the chance to exhibit my
work at the Roman Villa Forum Cafeteria, I
was only too eager to stitch and sew more of
my pieces to show off to the public.
Work began in earnest and I managed to
complete several new items for display,
cushions and smaller items plus more of my,
by now, famous ‘Cinderella Slippers Wedding
Favours’ I say famous because as anyone
who saw my exhibition will also have seen the
letters from members of the Royal family,
Wills, Kate, Camilla, Charles and more
famously the Queen.

I exhibited for the whole of February and was
very pleased with the results, I actually sold
two pieces and had many compliments about
my work, of which I am personally very proud.
I hope to be able to continue to exhibit at the
Villa again in the future.
Thanks to everyone who supports my work at
the Villa, Adam, Joy and the cafeteria for
putting up with my ‘stuff’ for a month. Hope to
be back exhibiting again soon.

I came to the villa armed with all my pieces for
display and set up with the help of my trusty
husband John, pictures and cushions and
books and other items. My what a wonderful
sight.

June Bryant

Join The Friends of Brading Roman Villa
and maybe become a volunteer!
Whatever your contribution might be - annual subscription, a donation, or in active
volunteer time, your support will be most welcome and greatly appreciated.
The Friends Volunteers
The Friends volunteers have a significant role at the Villa. As the Museum and family visitor centre becomes more popular, we give
our time and skills in an increasing number of areas. In some cases training is required, which we provide.
From an active volunteer’s point of view, the Villa is a very pleasant place for Members to spend an hour or two doing something
that is of real interest and which is well received and highly valued. Our work covers:
fund raising events and activities
museum guides and stewards
a specialist team of education guides
maintenance of the Roman Garden
Winter Lectures, given by visiting speakers
the handling display of artefacts is taken out into the community to fêtes, fairs and residential care homes.
we help with other family activities and with the Villa’s education programme throughout the year.
Less noticeable, but absolutely vital, is our own behind-the-scenes administration. We welcome organising ability, admin
and IT skills. Some meetings are necessary but most of the work can be done from home.
You can download an application form at www.fbrv.org.uk or pick up an application form at the Villa.
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Editor’s note:
Museums large and small, historic houses and preservation societies of all descriptions could
not function without the help of volunteers. Brading Roman Villa is no exception; not only do
some of the volunteers work at the Villa; they also find time to volunteer at a number of other
venues on the Island. One such volunteer is Barbara Booth; Barbara is a volunteer guide and
a member of the gardening team at the Villa. Along with Andrew she runs the visitor operation
at St Catherine’s Lighthouse, Niton. It is intended that we feature other volunteers in future
editions of Nuntius.

Q. What do Brading Roman Villa and St.
Catherine's Lighthouse have in common?
A. They both rely on enthusiastic volunteers.

reasons. In 1836 the loss of The Clarendon
on rocks in Chale Bay led to the construction
of the lighthouse on the present site.
Andrew, the visitor co-ordinator and tour
guide, provided the gardening group with
more historical facts, and details about
modern nautical communication systems
such as marine GPS and radio beacon.
The group particularly enjoyed the
spectacular views of The Needles from the
top of the 28 metre high tower and also
looked out over a calm sea to the horizon 20
miles away. After the tour and walking back
up the hill everyone was thrilled to spot a
Red Kite gliding along the hillside below
Westcliffe. A fitting end to the morning.
Q. Want to know
Catherine's?
A. Phone 730435.

St. Catherine's Lighthouse

It was a beautiful bright and
sunny morning on 21st March
when the gardening group John, Mike, Erica and
Michael - from Brading
Roman Villa visited St
Catherine's Lighthouse for a
guided tour. The Victorian
tower is still fully operational
with one of the most powerful
lights in England and Wales.
The first St Catherine's
Lighthouse was built in 1323
at the top of St Catherine's
Down, and is known locally
as the "Pepperpot", which
had to be abandoned during
the mid-16th C due to
frequent low mist and fog
occurring in the area. A
second
lighthouse
was
constructed nearby but was
never completed for the same

more

about

St.

From left to right: John Hardy, Michael Claridge, Mike Walker and Erica Manley .

Andrew and Barbara
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Views from Brading Roman Villa

Brading Water 1850

Brading Water January 2014
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Winter Lectures
September 6th 2014
Roman Eye Medicines
Dr Nick Summerton, General Practitioner
Graeco-Roman medicine is still relevant to today`s doctors.
Seeking to understand a patient’s health concerns and
expectations is as important in the 21st century as it was two
thousand years ago

October 11th 2014
I've come about the Drains
Tony Rook
Tony Rook is a building technologist and an expert in roman
Bath houses and hypocaust systems. He is an Extramural
Tutor in Archaeology, a Member of the Institute of Field
Archaeologists and a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries.
He researched Roman baths for his
Master of Philosophy degree

November 8th 2014
Isle of Wight Fossils
Martin Simpson (the fossil man)
Martin will be talking about fossils and will be bringing along a
selection from his large collection.

December 6th 2014
No lecture
Holding the Friends Christmas Spectacular,
details will be announced nearer the time

The dates for 2015 lectures.
January 10th
February 7th
March 7th

Speakers and details to be confirmed.
The Friends of Brading Roman Villa

Telephone 01983612327 / 07775606812

Reg. Charity No. 1110720
Morton Old Road, Brading, Isle of W ight, PO36 0PH
Em ail: friends@bradingrom anvilla.org.uk

www.bradingromanvilla.org.uk

FBRV Trustees and Officers
Chairman: David Reeves; Vice-Chairman: Patricia Barber; Treasurer: Harry Harrison; Membership Secretary: John Bryant
President: Wendy Gannon BEM; Vice-Presidents: Roger Whitby-Smith, Neville Car, Sam Twining LVO, OBE, DL
N U N T I U S i s p r i nt e d a n d p u b l i s he d b y T h e F ri en ds of Br ad i ng Rom an V i l l a.
I t d oes not nec e s s a ri l y re p re s e n t t h e vi e ws o r o p i n i o n s o f t h e S t a f f A rc h a e o l o g i s t s, o r t h e T ru s t e e s o f t he
O gl a nd e r Ro m an T r u s t , a n d n o r es p o n s i bi l i t y i s t ak e n fo r t h e ac c ur ac y o r val i di t y of t he c ont ent s .

